
LESSON 2 

-esso revtevil'A  

Some of the words that you will encounter on pages 11-13 and 
14-15 of this lesson appear in bold type in the following paragraph. 
Read the paragraph, and on a separate sheet of paper, answer the 
questions that follow. 

Some jobs require employees to alter their appearance. Instead 
of sweatshirts and jeans, workers must wear appropriate busi- 
ness apparel. Weird hairstyles are also frowned upon. Of 
course, not everyone interprets rules in the same way. A hair-
style that one person thinks is perfectly normal may be consid-
ered peculiar by someone else. 

In Lesson l's Vocabulary Skill Builder, you learned how context 
clues can help you make inferences about the meaning of unEamiliar 
words. How can your knowledge and experience help you under-
stand what this paragraph is about? 

LESSON WORDS 1-10: Pronounce the word, spell it, 
study its meanings, and finish the sentence that follows it. 

See 1, below. 

alter (v.) make different; change; modify 
'61-tar 

1. They are (flexible, stubborn) 	stubborn 
 ; they won't 

alter their stand. 

apparel (n.) outer clothing; attire; dress; garb 
alpar-al 

2. You (cannot, can) 	  recognize undercover 
police officers by their apparel. 



farce (n.), ridiculous show; moCkery; zbuirlesque,t 
Tars- 

4 To,punish the (vietirns, perpetrators),, 	  
crimes is to tiirn justice - Min a farce: 

distort (v.)' ' twist out of the true meaning; misrepresent 
dilstOrf:,  - Tisstate; garble' 

cr  - 3: Reporters who (exclude; kid -tide) 	  their opin- 
ions rinay disfort a new story. 

- fickle (a4j.) -- changeable in one'S,affections, interestS,, oi lOyallies; 
"fi-kal 	.inconstant; capricious_ 

- 5: We are (confidentrunsure) 	 
Our fickle fans. 	- ; , 

7  flimsy (acip) Without strengthor solidity; of inferiorMaterials-and 
'ffim-ze 	workmanship; weak; inadequate; uneOnvittcing; 

thin 

6., She Would be -(Willing . reltictant) . 	  to alter her 
'Opinion if the evidence against it is fl imsy 

harbinger (n.) anything that foreshadows,a future eVentr omen; 
'har-ban-jar 	forerunnerprecitisor; herald 

„ 
71 Darkening Skies are often harbingers of (fair, : fotil) ,  
	  weather. 	 , 

. „ 
interpret (v.) get forth the -meaning Pt exjñaniwconsinic 
in-'tar-prat 

8. We Interpret a (yarrit, chilly) 
sign of hostility 

intimate (y.) ,  nialce known indirectly; hint; sitggeSt; hirply , 
'in-ta-,mat 

9. Their (tepid, enthusiastic) 	- 	support for  the 
compromise intimates tharthey are not too thrilled With it , 

Of the support of.. 

greeting as a 
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